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Abstract

The SBIP framework consists of a stochastic real-time component-based mod-
elling formalism and a statistical model checking engine. The former is built as
a stochastic extension of the real-time BIP formalism and enables the construc-
tion of stochastic real-time systems in a compositional way. The statistical engine
implements a set of statistical algorithms for the quantitative and qualitative assess-
ment of probabilistic properties. The paper provides a thorough introduction to the
SBIP formalism and the associated verification method. In a second part, it surveys
several case studies about modelling and verification of real-life systems, including
various network protocols and multimedia applications.
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1 Introduction

Stochastic models are of paramount importance in system design as they allow to capture uncertainties in
systems behaviours and to account for variability induced by systems environments. Such models offer,
in addition, a mean for high-level reasoning and for dealing with complex systems in an abstract and
quantitative fashion. This is highly recommended, especially during the first phases of the design process,
where the number of design choices is quite important. Modelling formalism enabling to incorporate
stochastic aspects are thus substantial.

In model-based design, it is recommended to rely on the same modelling formalism to handle both
performance aspects, e.g., energy consumption, and functional behaviour, e.g., timing constraints. This
enables to perform functional verification and performance evaluation in a consistent manner. Many real-
life systems operate under stringent timing constraints, e.g., real-time systems, which have the particularity
to fail when missing well specified deadlines. Modelling formalism that enable to capture both stochas-
tic behaviour and timing constraints are essential for building faithful system models at a high-level of
abstraction, and to allow for their trustworthy assessment.

In this paper we present the SBIP framework which offers a stochastic real-time modelling formalism
and a statistical model checking (SMC) engine for quantitative assessment of systems properties. The
paper is an extended version of (2) that generalises the current stochastic modelling formalism (23). We
rely on the BIP (Behaviour, Interaction, Priority) framework (7) which allows for building heterogeneous
and complex system models in a compositional fashion.

The stochastic real-time BIP formalism allows for building components as stochastic timed automata
and to compose them by using multi-party interactions in order to build the final system. In these compo-
nents, time evolves continuously and is modelled by using the classical clock construct, introduced in timed
automata (3). The proposed formalism enables for associating system events with timing constraints, e.g.,
an event only occurs in a particular time interval. The latter can be further annotated by urgency tags, which
specify their level of urgency. Furthermore, in order to express uncertainty regarding events occurrences,
it is possible to associate them with probability density functions. Hence, the precise moment of executing
an event is scheduled according to that density function.

In the SBIP modelling formalism, we consider two types of events, namely timed and stochastic. The
former are associated with time constraints expressed as lower and upper bounds over clocks valuations, as
in timed automata. These events are scheduled with respect to a uniform or an exponential probability dis-
tribution as it is generally the case in several existing modelling formalism. Although several probabilistic
behaviours, e.g., phase-type can be approximated by an exponential density, many real-life systems do not
follow such a probabilistic evolution. Restricting to these density functions is not a realistic assumption in
our opinion. To overcome this lack, we introduce stochastic events, which may be scheduled with respect
to arbitrary density functions, e.g., Normal, Poisson.

Enabling arbitrary probability density functions adds more complexity at the level of the mathematical
construction induced by this model. An important reason for restricting to exponential probability densities
is their particularity of being memoryless, which generally induces Markovian models. That is, the choice
of the next system state only depends on the current one. Conversely, arbitrary density functions are not
generally memoryless and hence induce models taking into account the system history when moving to the
next state. This leads to more general models, which in our case is a Generalised Semi-Markov Process
(GSMP) (16).

The SMC engine provided by the SBIP framework for stochastic models assessment implements well
known statistical analysis algorithms, namely hypothesis testing (28) and probability estimation (12). Sta-
tistical model checking is a novel technique proposed as a trade-off between purely analitycal verification
techniques and purely simulation methods. It requires, as in the classical model checking setting, to build an
operational model of the stochastic system of interest and to provide a formal specification of the property
to verify, generally using temporal logic. SMC explores a sample of the stochastic model execution traces
produced through simulation in order to estimate the probability for the system to satisfy that property.
This statistical approach is receiving an increasing attention and is being adopted in a wide range of ap-
plication domains such as in biology (10), for the assessment of communication protocols (5), multimedia
applications (4), and avionics (6).
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Outline The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. We discuss some related works in Section 2.
Section 3 introduces the stochastic real-time BIP formalism and its simulation semantics. Section 4 recalls
some principles of statistical model checking and presents the temporal logic used in the SBIP framework.
Technical details about the structure of the SMC engine and its implementation are provided in section 5.
In section 6, we survey the main case studies realised with the SBIP framework, and section 7 concludes
the paper.

2 Related Works
Several frameworks exist for modelling and analysing stochastic systems. In this paper, we restrict our-
selves to discuss frameworks following a model checking-like procedure. Other Methods related to the
Queuing Theory and Network Calculus are beyond the scope of this discussion. The considered frame-
works generally differ in three points, namely, the expressiveness of their modelling formalism, the pro-
posed analysis technique, and the properties specification language they offer.

For instance, UPPAAL-smc (11; 14) supports Stochastic Timed Automata (STAs), which are general
models including Discrete and Continuous Time Markov Chains (DTMCs and CTMCs) for system mod-
elling and Weighted Metric Temporal Logic (WMTL) for properties specification. In addition to DTMCs
and CTMCs Prism (18) allows to model Markov Decision Processes (MDPs) and Probabilistic Timed
Automata (PTAs). For properties specification, it allows to use Probabilistic Computation Tree Logic
(PCTL/PCTL*), Continuous Stochastic Logic (CSL), Linear-time Temporal Logic (LTL).

Other tools like Vesta (26) support, in addition to DTMCs and CTMCs, algebraic specification lan-
guages, i.e., PMaude (17). PlasmaLab (15) is a modular statistical model checker that may be extended
with external simulators and checkers. Its default configuration accepts discrete-time models specified in
the Prism modelling language and properties expressed in Probabilistic Bounded LTL (PBLTL) (23). Ymer
(29) is one of the first frameworks to implement hypothesis testing algorithms. It considers GSMPs and
CTMCs specified using a dialect of the Prism modelling language, and accepts both PCTL and CSL for
requirements specification.

Our framework enables to model DTMCs, MDPs, and GSMPs. From a modelling perspective, it differs
from Prism as the latter considers PTAs – as the underlying probabilistic and timed model – which incor-
porate non-determinism and are generally analysable using numerical probabilistic model checking. From
this point of view, the SBIP framework is closer to the UPPAAL-smc and the Ymer frameworks. The latter
allows to model GSMPs, whereas we consider GSMPs with fixed-delays events as in (9). The UPPAAL-
smc provides a general stochastic timed semantics, i.e., STAs, however it is only limited to exponential
and uniform density functions. Furthermore, the stochastic real-time BIP formalism allows for specifying
urgency types on systems events. For properties specification, we rely on PBLTL for the moment, but we
are planning to consider more expressive logic such as WMTL.

3 Stochastic Real-Time BIP
The stochastic real-time BIP framework reconciles the real-time and stochastic extensions of the BIP (7)
framework. We recall that BIP has been introduced as a component-based framework where systems
are obtained by composition of untimed atomic components with multiparty interactions, and coordinated
using dynamic priorities. RT-BIP (1) extended BIP with real-time features and has (dense) real-time se-
mantics based on timed automata concepts (3). S-BIP (23) extended BIP with stochastic features and has
(discrete) stochastic semantics based on Markov chains.

In the newly proposed stochastic real-time BIP formalism, atomic components are defined as timed
automata extended with stochastic timing constraints. Composition is performed as in BIP using multiparty
interactions, that is, n-ary synchronisation among component actions. Priorities are not supported. The
underlying semantics is defined as a Generalised Semi Markov Process (GSMP) where the interpretation
of time is dense.

We start by defining the syntax of our model at the level of components and their composition. Then,
we present the underlying stochastic simulation semantics.
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3.1 Stochastic Real-Time Components
Stochastic real-time BIP components are essentially timed automata with urgencies, augmented with a new
form of stochastic guards on clocks.

Let ∆ be a set of density functions, that is, functions ρ : R≥0 → R≥0 such that
∫∞
0
ρ(t)dt = 1. We

denote by dom(ρ) = {t | ρ(t) 6= 0} the definition domain of ρ, that is, the set of values with a non-zero
probability to occur. Let X be a set of clocks. We consider timed constraints (guards) ct and stochastic
constraints (guards) cs on X , defined by:

ct ::= true | x ∼ k | x− y ∼ k | ct ∧ ct cs ::= x ./ ρ

where x, y ∈ X , k ∈ R≥0, ∼ ∈ {<,≤,=,≥, >} and ρ ∈ ∆. The meaning of timed constraints is as usual.
A stochastic constraint x ./ ρ holds iff x ∈ dom(ρ). Nonetheless, in contrast to a timed constraint, it will
enforce the specific stochastic distribution ρ on the values of x used to effectively satisfy the constraint,
when used as a transition guard.

Definition 3.1 A stochastic real-time BIP component B is an extended timed automaton (L,X, P, T, `0),
where L is a finite set of locations, `0 ∈ L is the initial location, X is a finite set of clocks, P is a finite set
of ports, and T is a finite set of transitions. Every transition is of the form (`, p, gu, r, `′), denoted for more

convenience as `
p gu r−−−−→ `′, where `, `′ ∈ L are the source and target locations, p ∈ P is the triggering

port, gu is a constraint g on X with an urgency u ∈ {lazy , delayable}, and r ⊆ X is the set of clocks to
be reset.

The only noticeable difference between our definition of components and the timed automata concerns
the meaning to control the progress of time. Usually, timed automata rely on location invariants and/or
specific types of locations (e.g., committed) to explicitly constrain the time progress. In our case, we rely
on urgency types of transitions with the following intuitive meaning. A delayable transition (abbreviated
to d) prevents time progress at the upper time bound in g, i.e., time is enabled to progress in the source
location at most to that bound. In contrast, a lazy transition (abbreviated to l) does not have any impact on
the time progress. Such a transition might not be fired at all in spite of the upper bound in g, i.e., time is
enabled to progress indefinitely in the source location.

We call a port timed (resp. stochastic) if it appears on transitions with timed (resp. stochastic) con-
straints. We tacitly restrict to components where every port is either timed or stochastic, but not both.
Moreover, we restrict to components that are time-port deterministic, i.e., for a given source location `,
time t and port p, only one target location `′ can be reached.

Example 3.1 The Sender component shown in Figure 1a has control locations s0, s1, ports send, fail,
recover and clocks x, y. This component starts in s0, where it may send data periodically in a specific time
slot, defined through the timed constraint [0 ≤ x ≤ 3]d. The Sender component may fail when executing
the stochastic port fail. The latter is associated with the guard [y ./ W(λ, k)]d, where W(λ, k) is the
Weibull probability density function with parameters λ, k, and dom(W) ⊆ R≥0. This guard indicates
that the component fails after some time scheduled according toW(λ, k). After a failure, the component
recovers after some delay in [3 ≤ x ≤ 4]d, where it goes back to s0 and starts sending again according to
the same time constraints.

Example 3.2 Figure 1b shows a second component, namely the Receiver, which has control locations
r0, r1, ports recv, alarm, back and one clock z. The Receiver starts in location r0, where z is set to 0.
From this initial location, the component either receives some data through the self loop on r0 labelled
by the timed port recv (recv is a timed port with a guard set to true, i.e. it might be taken whenever the
component is in r0), in which case z is reset to 0. Or, it may fire the timed transition labelled by the port
alarm and moves to location r1, where the recv port is not enabled. One may think of this behaviour
as a degraded mode, e.g., energy saving with an alarm. Note that the alarm port is associated with the
timed constraint [1 ≤ z ≤ 3]l. Since the latter is lazy, the upper bound 3 could be ignored and the alarm
transition might not be fired. From location r1, the component takes transition back after a delay specified
through [1 ≤ z ≤ 2]d, to r0 and starts receiving again. This transition is delayable so it must be taken at
most at z = 2.
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send

send

x := 0
y := 0

[0 ≤ x ≤ 3]d

x := 0

[y ./W(λ, k)]d
fail

recover

x := 0

y := 0
[3 ≤ x ≤ 4]ds0

s1

fail recover

x := 0

(a) Sender

z := 0

[1 ≤ z ≤ 3]l
alarm

back
recv
z := 0

recv

r0

r1

alarm

z := 0

z := 0
[1 ≤ z ≤ 2]d

back

(b) Receiver

Figure 1: Examples of stochastic real-time BIP components

3.2 Composition of Stochastic Real-Time Components
Stochastic real-time components are composed using multiparty interactions. An interaction represents a
strong synchronisation (i.e, rendez-vous) between transitions located in different components.

Given n stochastic real-time components (Bi)i=1,n, with disjoint sets of ports Pi, we define interactions
a as subsets of ports from ∪ni=1Pi, where

• |a ∩ Pi| ≤ 1, for every i = 1, . . . , n, i.e., each component Bi participates in a by at most one port
Pi,

• a contains either one stochastic port and any number of timed ports with true guards, or any number
of timed ports with arbitrary timed guards.

An interaction is called stochastic if it contains a stochastic port, and timed otherwise. The timed ports par-
ticipating on stochastic interactions are restricted to have precisely true guards. Intuitively, this ensures that
the execution time for such interactions is solely determined by the stochastic port. While this restriction
could be avoided at the price of slightly increasing the complexity of the forthcoming stochastic semantics,
it has limited impact on the modelling capabilities – none of examples considered actually required other
types of interaction beyond the two categories above.

Definition 3.2 A stochastic real-time BIP system is defined as the composition γ(B1, ..., Bn) of n compo-
nents B1, ..., Bn with a set of interactions γ.

Example 3.3 Consider the composition of the Sender and Receive components shown in Examples 3.1
and 3.2. The composition is operated through the interaction {send, recv}, which relates the send port of
the Sender with the port recv of the Receiver. Figure 2 shows the two components and how they interact
through the interaction {send, recv}. The nominal behaviour is when the Sender sends data to the Receiver
through interaction {send,recv}. However, the former may fail when interaction {fail} takes place, which
is potentially detected by the Receiver. The latter emits an alarm and switches into a non-receiving mode
by executing interaction {alarm}. The two components resume their normal activity after some delay,
through interactions {recover} and {back} respectively.

We further introduce some additional notations for defining the underlying operational semantics of a
stochastic real-time BIP system. Let γ(B1, ..., Bn) be a stochastic real-time BIP system, whereBi=1,...,n =
(Li, Xi, Pi, Ti, `

0
i ).

Definition 3.3 We define states s as couples (~̀, ~v), where ~̀ = (`1, ..., `n) ∈ L1 × ... × Ln is a global
location, and ~v : ∪ni=1Xi → R≥0 is a vector of clocks valuations.

We define d-succ((~̀, ~v), a) as the discrete successor (partial) function that computes the successor of
a state (~̀, ~v) when taking an interaction a. Let a = {pi}i∈I such that I denotes the set of indices of the
components participating in a. We define d-succ((~̀, ~v), a) = (~̀′, ~v′) whenever:

• for every i ∈ I, there exists an enabled transition `i
pi g

ui
i ri−−−−−→ `′i of Bi that is
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send

send

x := 0

y := 0

[0 ≤ x ≤ 3]d

x := 0

fail

recover

x := 0

y := 0

[3 ≤ x ≤ 4]d

z := 0

[1 ≤ z ≤ 3]l
alarm

back
recv

z := 0

recv

Sender Receiver

s0

s1

r0

r1

fail recover alarm

z := 0

z := 0
[1 ≤ z ≤ 2]d

back

x := 0

[y ./W(λ, k)]d

Figure 2: Composition of two stochastic real-time BIP components

– either gi is a timed constraint and ~v|Xi
|= gi, where ~v|Xi

is the projection of the set of clocks
on the subset of clocks that are used in gi

– or gi is a stochastic constraint x ./ ρ and ~v(x) ∈ dom(ρ)

• all these transitions are simultaneously executed, that is, clocks are reset ~v′(x) = 0 for all x ∈ ∪i∈Iri
and stay unchanged ~v′(x) = ~v(x) otherwise.

• all the components that do not participate in a remain unchanged, that is, for every j 6∈ I it holds
`j = `′j .

If no successor by interaction a exists at state (~̀, ~v), we define d-succ((~̀, ~v), a) = ⊥.
We define t-succ((~̀, ~v), t) as the time successor function that computes the successor of a state (~̀, ~v)

for a time progress of t. It is a total function and is defined as t-succ((~̀, ~v), t) = (~̀, ~v + t). That is, it
increases all the clocks in ~v by the amount of time t.

Finally, we define the function succ((~̀, ~v), t, a) that computes the successor of a state (~̀, ~v) when
taking an interaction a after the time progress of t, which is a partial function defined as the composition
succ((~̀, ~v), t, a) = d-succ(t-succ((~̀, ~v), t), a).

Definition 3.4 The operational semantics of a stochastic real-time BIP system is defined as the timed
transition system T = (S, s0,−→S) where

• S is the set of states, and s0 is the initial state,

• −→S⊆ S × (γ ∪ R≥0)× S are transitions defined by the two rules

DISCRETE
d-succ((~̀, ~v), a) = (~̀′, ~v′)

(~̀, ~v)
a−→S (~̀′, ~v′)

TIME
t > 0, ∀a delayable. (∃t′. succ((~̀, ~v), t′, a) 6= ⊥)⇒ (∃t′′ ≥ t. succ((~̀, ~v), t′′, a) 6= ⊥)

(~̀, ~v)
t−→S (~̀, ~v + t)

That is, according to the first rule, an enabled interaction can be fired at the current instant and the state
updated. According to the second rule, time can progress as long as all enabled delayable interactions
remain enabled. Note that a run of T is an infinite sequence σ = s0s1s2 · · · , such that si

ti,ai−−−→S si+1, for
some ti ∈ R≥0 and ai ∈ γ, for all i ≥ 0.

3.3 Stochastic Simulation Semantics
So far, we introduced the concepts of stochastic real-time BIP components and presented their composition
from an operational viewpoint. In this section, we show how this model embraces a stochastic semantics
in terms of a Generalised Semi Markov Process (16).
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GSMPs are stochastic process descriptions for a large class of discrete-event systems. A configuration
of the GSMP is usually determined by a state and a set of active (enabled) events, every one associated
with a remaining lifetime, i.e. the amount of time during which it remains enabled. The choice of the event
to be executed follows a race policy, which consists of selecting the event having the smallest remaining
lifetime. The execution itself occurs when the remaining lifetime reaches 0 and triggers a state change and
moreover, an update of the set of active events. That is, several events could be disabled and therefore
removed from the set, or could be enabled, and therefore added to the set. In the latter case, the remaining
lifetime is randomly chosen according to a (usually dense support) probability density function associated
to the event.

The stochastic real-time BIP semantics follows the same intuition by considering interactions defined
at composition as the GSMP events. Moreover, the associated probability density functions are obtained
from the explicit density functions used in stochastic guards of stochastic interactions or by some default
densities (uniform or exponential) in the case of timed interactions. In the remaining of this section we
introduce the stochastic simulation algorithm and define precisely the different densities and sampling
procedures.

3.3.1 Stochastic Simulation Algorithm

As for a GSMP, our simulation keeps track of the remaining lifetime of each interaction in order to imple-
ment the race policy. To this end, we define configurations as follows.

Definition 3.5 We define a configuration z as a couple 〈(~̀, ~v), ~w〉, where (~̀, ~v) is a state and ~w : γ → R≥0
is a vector of remaining lifetime of active interactions.

For a given interaction a, the value ~w(a) represents the remaining lifetime at the current global location
~̀, if a is active.

Moreover, we need to identify dependencies between interactions. As explained for the GSMPs, the
execution of an interaction might enable and/or disable other interactions. In the case of stochastic real-
time BIP we consider that an interaction a has an impact on another interaction b, denoted by a . b, iff the
guard of b changes due to the execution of a, that is, either because b has different timing constraints at
the location(s) reached after executing a, or because a resets some clocks explicitly involved in one of the
constraints of b (before or after executing a).

Algorithm 1 below presents the stochastic execution dynamics of a stochastic real-time BIP system. The
algorithm shows how to move from one configuration zk = 〈(~̀k, ~vk), ~wk〉 to another zk+1 = 〈(~̀k+1, ~vk+1), ~wk+1〉,
starting from an initial configuration z0 = 〈(~̀0, ~v0), ~w0〉. The first part of the algorithm computes this ini-
tial configuration as a vector ~̀0 of the initial locations of the componentsBi of the system, a vector of initial
valuations of the clocks ~v0, and a vector of initial remaining lifetimes of interactions ~w0. In the latter, each
interaction b which is not enabled at the initial state, i.e., ∀t.succ((~̀0,~0), t, b) = ⊥, is assigned an infi-
nite remaining lifetime, each enabled interaction b, is assigned a remaining lifetime through the sampling
functionRb((~̀0, ~v0)), which will be formally defined in the next sub-section.

The main loop of the algorithm is executed while there still interactions with a finite remaining lifetime
in ~wk. Each iteration determines the next configuration zk+1 from the current one zk. Given the current
configuration, enabled interactions race to determine which one will be executed, i.e., the one with the
minimum remaining lifetime in ~wk. Given the winning interaction ak and its remaining lifetime tk, we
compute the successor state (~̀k+1, ~vk+1) by using the succ function defined earlier. Finally, the remaining
lifetimes of the interactions enabled in the new state are updated. Three cases can be distinguished for
updating the vector of remaining lifetimes ~wk+1.

1. if interaction ak has no impact on b, then the remaining lifetime of b at (~̀k+1, ~vk+1) is its remaining
lifetime at (~̀k, ~vk) decreased by t, i.e., the amount of time progress,

2. if interaction ak has an impact on b, and b is not active at (~̀k+1, ~vk+1), then ~wk+1(b) is set to ∞,
that is, will not race in this new configuration,

6/23 Verimag Research Report no TR-2017-6
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input : γ(B1, . . . , Bn), where Bi=1,...,n = (Li, Xi, Pi, Ti, `
0
i )

output: An execution trace

/* Compute the initial state (~̀0, ~v0) */
~̀
0 := (`01, . . . , `

0
n) /* `0i is the initial location of Bi */

~v0 := ~0 /* ~0 is the vector of initial clocks valuations */

/* Compute the initial remaining lifetime */

foreach interaction b ∈ γ do ~w0(b) :=

{
∞ if ∀t. succ((~̀0,~0), t, b) = ⊥
Rb(( ~̀0, ~v0)) if ∃t. succ((~̀0,~0), t, b) 6= ⊥

/* Compute the initial configuration z0 */

z0 := 〈 ~(`0, ~v0), ~w0〉
k := 0

/* Main loop: computes zk+1 from zk */
while ∃b ∈ γ. ~wk(b) 6=∞ do

/* Race: determines the interaction ak to execute */
Let tk = mina∈γ ~wk(a), and let ak be the associated min event

/* Update successor state */

(~̀k+1, ~vk+1) := succ((~̀k, ~vk), tk, ak)

/* Update remaining lifetime for interactions */

foreach interaction b ∈ γ do

~wk+1(b) :=


~wk(b)− t if ¬(ak . b)

∞ if ak . b and ∀t. succ((~̀k+1, ~vk+1), t, b) = ⊥
Rb((~̀k+1, ~vk+1)) if ak . b and ∃t. succ((~̀k+1, ~vk+1), t, b) 6= ⊥

/* Compute the next configuration zk+1 */

zk+1 := 〈~(`k+1, ~vk+1), ~wk+1〉
k := k + 1

end
Algorithm 1: Stochastic Simulation Algorithm
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3. if interaction ak has an impact on b, and b is active at (~̀k+1, ~vk+1), then its remaining lifetime is
sampled according to the functionRb((~̀k+1, ~vk+1)).

Note that the enumerated settings include the case where new interactions are appearing at (~̀k+1, ~vk+1).
The reason is that any interaction b that is going to appear at this state can be classified as either was
impacted by ak or not.

It is worth explaining that the difference between interactions impacted by the executed interaction ak
and the non impacted ones, regarding the sampling operation is as follows. The former interactions involve
ports of a shared component, thus by executing ak the state changes (potentially, the location of the shared
component changes, some clocks were reset, etc) and they need to be re-sampled as they are really seen
as new interactions. For the latter interactions, from their point of view nothing has changed but time has
evolved, so we do not need to re-schedule them (by re-sampling) but just to update their remaining lifetime
accordingly.

3.3.2 The Sampling Procedure

The sampling function Rb((~̀k+1, ~vk+1)) used in Algorithm 1 computes the remaining lifetime for each
interaction b enabled when entering the state (~̀k+1, ~vk+1) by taking interaction ak from the state (~̀k, ~vk).
It depends on the type of interaction b, that is timed or stochastic, and delayable or lazy. For the sake of
simplicity, we define the sampling procedure in two steps: (1) in this subsection, we define the sampling
procedure without detailing the underlying probability density function, (2) in the next subsection, we will
define how the density function is actually computed.

First let us consider the partitioning of enabled interactions from a configuration 〈(~̀, ~v), ~w〉 as either
fixed-delay interactions, denoted F or variable-delay interactions, denoted V . Fixed-delay interactions
are induced by timed interactions having equality on their associated time constraints (also potentially
by stochastic interactions following them), whereas variable-delay interactions are timed or stochastic
interactions with an interval of possible remaining lifetime values.

F = {a ∈ γ | ~w(a) 6=∞, ∃!t. succ((~̀, ~v), t, a) 6= ⊥}
V = {a ∈ γ | ~w(a) 6=∞} \ F

Based on this partitioning, the sampling function for an enabled interaction b when entering a new state
(~̀, ~v) is as follows.

Rb((~̀, ~v)) =


t if b ∈ F is delayable and enabled at t

if X then t else∞ if b ∈ F is lazy and enabled at t
F−1ρ̃b (Y ) if b ∈ V is delayable

if X then F−1ρ̃b (Y ) else∞ if b ∈ V is lazy

where X ∼ B( 1
2 ) is a random Bernoulli variable over {true, false}, i.e., true and false have a probability

1
2 , Y ∼ U(0, 1) is a random variable with standard uniform distribution, and F−1ρ̃b is the inverse cumulative

distribution function (CDF) of the probability density function ρ̃b associated to b at (~̀, ~v).
For fixed-delay interactions (b ∈ F), if b is delayable, the sampling function Rb((~̀, ~v)) returns the

single time value t that satisfies the guard gb. Whereas, if b is lazy, a discrete choice according to X is first
performed to determine whether b will be considered and scheduled to t, or not considered and scheduled
to∞.

The sampling function in the case of variable-delay interactions (b ∈ V) is slightly more involved since
it requires choosing from an interval of time values. The same treatment with respect to the urgency types of
interactions is performed i.e., a discrete choice on X is used to consider a lazy interaction or not. The time
value is obtained by sampling according to the probability distribution ρ̃b. Technically, this corresponds
to computing the inverse CDF (F−1ρ̃b ) on a random value Y uniformly distributed in the interval [0, 1]. The
detailed definition of the probability density function ρ̃b, in the case of timed and stochastic interactions, is
given below.
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3.3.3 Density Functions for Variable-delay Interactions

In this subsection, we define the density function ρ̃b associated with a variable-delay interaction b at a state
(~̀, ~v). We recall that such an interaction may be either timed or stochastic. For the former case, since no
density function is explicitly specified on guards, the function ρ̃b is obtained from a uniform or exponential
density function. For the latter case, the function ρ̃b is obtained from the density function associated with
the guard of b.

ρ̃b(t) =



1
u− l · 1[l ≤ t ≤ u] if b is timed with guard gb true on [l, u]

that is, ~vb + t |= gb iff t ∈ [l, u]
λe−λ(t−l) · 1[l ≤ t] if b is timed with guard gb true on [l,∞)

that is, ~vb + t |= gb iff t ∈ [l,∞)
ρ(~vb(x) + t)∫ ∞
~vb(x)

ρ(s)ds
if b is stochastic with guard [x ./ ρ]

where 1[t ∈ D] is the identity function, which gives 1 if t ∈ D, and 0 otherwise.
The first two cases correspond to timed interactions. We distinguish two situations in this setting, (i)

when interaction b is timed and has a right-bounded guard, i.e., u is finite, the sampling in the interval [l, u]
is done uniformly, (ii) when the timed constraint is of the form [l,∞), the sampling is done according to the
exponential density function. In both scenarios, the time t to sample must be withing the interval specified
by the time constraint. Stated differently, the current valuations of clocks in ~vb increased by the sampled
time t must satisfy the guard gb.

Remark that for (i) and (ii), i.e., for timed interactions, the time constraint gb may involve several
clocks (potentially because of the composition, recall that an interaction involves several ports). Moreover,
when entering a new state (~̀, ~v), the concerned clocks ~vb may have valuations different from 0. Hence,
the computation of the final time bounds u, l in which the time t will be sampled, for b, either uniformly
or exponentially is more involved. Generally, given a guard gb of the form

∧
i(li ≤ xi ≤ ui) and the

valuations ~vb(xi), the bounds of the sampling interval of b are actually computed as l = max(li − ~v(xi))
and u = min(ui − ~vb(xi)) as illustrated in the next example.

Example 3.4 The situation depicted in Figure 3 shows a global state of the system (~̀, ~v), where the val-
uations of clocks x and y are respectively ~v(x) = 1 and ~v(y) = 2, and the time constraint is [(2 ≤ x ≤
6) ∧ (2 ≤ y ≤ 5)]d. For the clock x, the remaining lifetime interval tx is computed as (2− 1) = 1 ≤ tx ≤
(6 − 1) = 5. Similarly, for y, (2 − 2) = 0 ≤ ty ≤ (5 − 2) = 3. Hence, the obtained sampling interval
[l, u] is max(1, 0) ≤ t ≤ min(5, 3). Note that guards of the form x− y ∼ k have the same interpretation
since the difference x− y is constant over time as both clocks evolve identically.

[(2 ≤ x ≤ 6) ∧ (2 ≤ y ≤ 5)]d

(~̀, (~v(x) = 1, ~v(y) = 2))

1 2 3 4 5 6

1

5

1 ≤ tx ≤ 5~v(x) = 1

3

0 ≤ ty ≤ 3

time

~v(y) = 2

1 ≤ t ≤ 3

Figure 3: Computation of upper and lower bound in the case of timed interactions; l = max(1, 0) =
1 and u = min(5, 3) = 3, hence the sampling will be uniform in [1, 3].

The third case in the definition of ρ̃b(t) concerns variable-delay interactions obtained from a stochastic
interaction b with a guard [x ./ ρ]d. In this scenario, the sampling is done in dom(ρ) according to a
potentially shifted and normalised density function. This transformed function takes into account the case
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where the clock valuation of x, i.e., ~v(x) is not 0 when entering the state (~̀, ~v). Below is a concrete
illustration of the transformation.

Example 3.5 The transformation is illustrated in Figure 4, where ρ(t) is a Normal density function and
~v(x) = 1. The function is first shifted to the current valuation of x, i.e., ρ(1 + t). Since this shifted function
is no longer a proper probability density function, i.e., its area is lower than 1, it is normalised, i.e., divided
by

∫∞
1
ρ(s)ds.

ρ(t)

P
ro
ba
bi
li
ty

t

~v(x)

P
ro
ba
bi
li
ty

t

ρ̃(t) = ρ(1+t)∫ ∞
1
ρ(s) ds

Shift and

Normalise

0 1 0

[x ./ ρ]d

(~̀, ~v(x) = 1)

Figure 4: Shifting and normalising a Normal density function in the case of stochastic interactions

3.4 An Example of Stochastic Simulation
In Figure 5, we illustrate the stochastic semantics on Example 3.3 of the Sender-Receiver. We actually show
a specific execution trace by sampling particular time values in each configuration. In this figure, configura-
tions are of the form 〈(si, rj), (~v(x), ~v(y), ~v(z)), (~w({send, recv}), ~w({fail}), ~w{recover}, ~w({alarm}),
~w({back}))〉. In each configuration, newly sampled remaining lifetimes are denoted by a box t , and up-
dated remaining lifetimes are either∞ or underlined t according to the definition of the sampling function
Rb . To make the example readable, we only show the discrete transition, i.e. induced by the uniform
choice over lazy interactions.

〈(s0, r0), (0, 0, 0), ( 1.3 , 7.4 ,∞, 2.8 ,∞)〉〈(s0, r0), (0, 0, 0), ( 1.5 , 6 ,∞,∞,∞)〉

〈(s0, r0), (0, 1.5, 0), ( 3 , 4.5,∞,∞,∞)〉

1.3, {send, recv}

〈(s0, r0), (0, 4.5, 0), ( 2.3 , 1.5,∞,∞,∞)〉

1
2

1.5, {fail}

〈(s1, r0), (0, 6, 1.5), (∞,∞, 3.5 ,∞,∞)〉

〈(s0, r0), (0, 1.3, 0), ( 2.6 , 6.1,∞, 1.5,∞)〉

〈(s1, r0), (0, 6, 1.5), (∞,∞, 3.5 , 1.5 ,∞)〉

〈(s1, r1), (1.5, 7.5, 0), (∞,∞, 2,∞, 1.3 )〉

1.5, {alarm}

〈(s1, r0), (2.8, 8.8, 0), (∞,∞, 0.7, 3 ,∞)〉

1.3, {back}

1.5, {send, recv}

3, {send, recv}

〈(s1, r0), (2.8, 8.8, 0), (∞,∞, 0.7,∞,∞)〉

0.7, {recover}

1
2

.5, {send, recv}

3.5, {recover}

0.7, {recover}

〈(s0, r0), (0, 0, 0.7), ( .5 , 10 ,∞, 2.3,∞)〉

Figure 5: Illustration of the stochastic simulation semantics on Example 3.3

In this example, there are two possible initial configurations corresponding to the choice of considering
the lazy interaction alarm 〈(s0, r0), (0, 0, 0), ( 1.3 , 7.4 ,∞, 2.8 ,∞)〉 or not 〈(s0, r0), (0, 0, 0), ( 1.5 , 6 ,∞,∞,∞〉
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at the beginning. Both configurations have the same global location and clocks valuation (s0, r0), (0, 0, 0),
but differ in their sampling of the remaining lifetime of the initially racing interactions, namely {send, recv}, {fail}
and {alarm}. In one case (left branch), we have (1.5, 6,∞,∞,∞), i.e., alarm is scheduled at∞, while in
the second case (right branch), (1.3, 7.4,∞, 2.8,∞), i.e., alarm is scheduled at 2.8. Note that the proba-
bility to start in one of these configurations corresponds to the probability to get the sampled remaining time
values weighted by a half. For the sake of simplicity, we preferred to detail only one branch of the execution
trace, i.e., the one on the left in Figure 5. The complete execution trace shown in the example consists of the

sequence of transitions
1.5,{send,recv}−−−−−−−−−−→ 3,{send,recv}−−−−−−−−−→ 1.5,{fail}−−−−−−→ 1.5,{alarm}−−−−−−−−→ 1.3,{back}−−−−−−→ 0.7,{recover}−−−−−−−−−→ 0.5,{send,recv}−−−−−−−−−−→,

which corresponds to two send-receive operations, followed by a fail of the Sender, which is detected by
the Receiver that emits an alarm and moves to a degraded mode then gets back to its normal working mode,
followed by a recover of the Sender, and finally another send-receive operation.

3.5 Additional Modelling Features
It is worth mentioning that the proposed model can be extended to allow for handling the usual cost/reward
structures and data variables. For the sake of simplicity, we refrain from providing formal details for these
additional modelling features and briefly provide some intuitions.

A cost/reward structure in this model can be obtained in a straightforward manner by adding a data-
structure in our simulation algorithm and associate it with states and interactions. Since in our model
we know how long the system remains in each state (as we keep track of the remaining lifetimes of in-
teractions), and which interactions are executed; we can, by specifying unit cost/reward for states and
interactions, compute the global cost for each execution trace of the system. For instance, in the previous
example, assume that we have this modelling feature and that we specified a cost of a fail to be 2, and the
cost of remaining in a failure mode as 1 per time unit. The total cost of the fragment of the execution trace
shown in Figure 5 will be 5.5. That is, 2 (the fail interaction cost) plus [(1.5 + 1.3 + 0.7) × 1] (the total
time spent by the Sender component in a failure mode, i.e., from executing interaction fail to executing
interaction recover.

4 Statistical Model Checking
In this section we briefly recall the statistical model checking technique. We start by an overview of
the temporal logic used to specify systems properties and then we describe a set of well known SMC
algorithms.

4.1 The PBLTL Temporal Logic
We first recap Bounded Linear-time Temporal Logic (BLTL) and then define its probabilistic extension.
The BLTL formulas that can be defined from a set of atomic propositions P are the following.

• true , false , p, ¬p, for all p ∈ P;

• φ1 ∨ φ2, φ1 ∧ φ2;

• Nφ1, φ1Utφ2.

where N is the next operator, Ut is the bounded until operator, φ1 and φ2 are BLTL formulas, and t is a
positive integer. We also consider the usual temporal operators, namely, the bounded eventually Ftφ =
trueUtφ, and the bounded always Gtφ = ¬(trueUt(¬φ)).

The semantics of a BLTL formula is defined with respect to an execution trace π = s0s1 . . . in the usual
way (? ). Roughly speaking, an execution trace π = s0s1 . . . satisfies Nφ1, which we denote π |= Nφ1, if
state s1 of π satisfies φ1. The execution π satisfies φ1Utφ2, which we denote π |= φ1U

tφ2, iff there exists
a state si with i≤t that satisfies φ2 and all the states in the prefix from s0 to si−1 satisfy φ1.

In the SBIP framework, the properties specification language for stochastic systems is a probabilistic
variant of BLTL denoted PBLTL. More precisely, it consists of a BLTL formula preceded by a probabilistic
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operator P. Using this language, it is possible to formulate two types of queries on a given stochastic system
as follows.

1. Qualitative queries : P≥θ[φ], where θ ∈ [0, 1] is a probability threshold and φ is a BLTL formula,
also called path formula,

2. Quantitative queries : P=?[φ], where φ is a BLTL formula, also called path formula.

Note that it is possible through these queries to either determine if the probability for the system to
satisfies φ is greater or equal to the threshold θ (using 1), or to ask for the actual probability for the system
to satisfy that property φ (using 2). For instance, the PBLTL formula P=?[G

1000(p)] stands for "What is the
probability that the atomic proposition p is always satisfied?". In this example, the path formula G1000(p)
specifies that the length of the considered traces is 1000.

4.2 The Main SMC Algorithms

We now present a model checking procedure to decide whether a given stochastic system B satisfies a
property φ. Statistical model checking refers to a series of simulation-based techniques that can be used
to answer two questions: (1) Qualitative: is the probability for B to satisfy φ greater or equal to a certain
threshold θ? and (2) Quantitative: what is the probability for B to satisfy φ? Both questions can serve to
decide a PBLTL property.

The main approaches (28; 12) proposed to answer the qualitative question are based on hypothesis
testing. Let p be the probability of B |= φ, to determine whether p ≥ θ, we can test H : p ≥ θ
against K : p < θ. A test-based solution does not guarantee a correct result but it is possible to bound
the probability of making an error. The strength (α, β) of a test is determined by two parameters, α and
β, such that the probability of accepting K (respectively, H) when H (respectively, K) holds is less or
equal to α (respectively, β). Since it is impossible to ensure a low probability for both types of errors
simultaneously (see (28) for details), a solution is to use an indifference region [p1, p0] (with θ in [p1, p0])
and to test H0 : p≥ p0 against H1 : p≤ p1.

Several hypothesis testing algorithms exist in the literature. Younes(28) proposed a logarithmic based
algorithm that given p0, p1, α and β implements the Sequential Ratio Testing Procedure (SPRT) (see (27)
for details). When one has to test θ≥1 or θ≥0, it is however better to use Single Sampling Plan (SSP) (see
(28; 8; 12) for details) that is another algorithm whose number of simulations is pre-computed in advance.
In general, this number is higher than the one needed by SPRT, but is known to be optimal for the above
mentioned values. More details about hypothesis testing algorithms and a comparison between SSP and
SPRT can be found in (8).

In (12) Peyronnet et al. propose an estimation procedure (PESTIMATION) to compute the probability p
for B to satisfy φ. Given a precision δ, Peyronnet’s procedure computes a value for p′ such that |p′− p|≤δ
with confidence 1− α. The procedure is based on the Chernoff-Hoeffding bound (13).

The efficiency of the above algorithms is characterised by the number of simulations needed to obtain
an answer. This number may change from system to system and can only be estimated (28). However,
some generalities are known. For the qualitative case, it is known that, except for some situations, SPRT is
always faster than SSP. PESTIMATION can also be used to solve the qualitative problem, but it is always
slower than SSP (28). If θ is unknown, then a good strategy is to estimate it using PESTIMATION with a
low confidence and then validate the result with SPRT and a strong confidence.

It is worth mentioning that the statistical model checking technique is known to work for purely stochas-
tic system model, i.e., non-determinism free. The stochastic real-time BIP modelling formalism guarantees
that all non-determinism is resolved through stochastic choices over interactions. SMC can be extended
to handle non-deterministic models, e.g., MDPs, in which case it provides an interval of probabilities of
satisfaction a given property, by exploring all the possible schedules of the non-deterministic model.
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5 The BIPSMC Engine

5.1 Architecture

The BIPSMC engine implements several statistical testing algorithms for stochastic systems verification,
namely, Single Sampling Plan (SSP), Simple Probability Ratio Test (SPRT) (27; 28), and Probability Es-
timation (PESTIMATION) (12). Figure 6 shows the most important modules of the tool and how they
interact together in order to perform statistical model checking. The tool takes as inputs a stochastic model
description in the stochastic BIP real-time format, a PBLTL property to check, and a set of confidence
parameters required by the statistical test.

S Simulator 
- executable - 

BIP Compilation 

 Φ Monitor 
- executable - 

SMC Core 
Hypothesis Testing/ 

Probability Estimation 
- executable - 

System S 
-Stochastic BIP - 

OK / KO 
trace verdict 

OK / KO 
Global Verdict 

execution 
trace 

Property Φ  
- PBLTL - 

PBLTL Compilation 

Parameters 
ϑ, δ , (α , β)    

triggers 

produces 

collects trace 
length n 

Inputs 

Probability 
Estimation 

Outputs 
The Statistical Model Checking Engine 

Figure 6: The BIPSMC Architecture

During the initial phase, the tool performs a syntactic validation of the PBLTL formula through a parser
module. Then, it builds an executable model and a monitor for the property under verification. Next, it will
iteratively trigger the stochastic BIP engine to generate execution traces which are monitored to produce
local verdicts. This procedure is repeated until a global decision can be taken by the SMC core module
(that implements the statistical algorithms). As our approach relies on SMC and since it considers bounded
LTL properties, we are guaranteed that the procedure will eventually terminate.

It is worth mentioning that in our implementation, atomic propositions of PBLTL properties are con-
structed from the system variables. For instance, the PBLTL formula P=?[G

1000(abs(Master.tm −
Slave.ts) ≤ 160)] stands for "What is the probability that the difference between master variable tm
and slave variable ts is always under the bound 160 ?". In this example, Master.tm and Slave.ts are
systems variables pertaining to components Master and Slave respectively. Note that properties speci-
fication language offers the possibility to use built-in mathematical functions. In the example above, the
abs() function is used to compute the absolute value of (Master.tm− Slave.ts).

5.2 Technical details and Availability

BIPSMC is fully developed in the Java programming language. It uses JEP 2.4.1 library (http://www.
singularsys.com/jep/index.html, under GPL license) for parsing and evaluating mathemat-
ical expressions, and ANTLR 3.2 (http://www.antlr.org/) for PBLTL properties parsing and
monitoring. At this stage, BIPSMC only runs on GNU/Linux operating systems as it relies on the BIP
simulation engine. The current release of the tool has been enriched with a graphical user interface for
more convenience (see Figure 7 for a screen shot). The current version also includes supports of the
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BIP2 language (http://www-verimag.imag.fr/New-BIP-tools.html) while still ensuring
compatibility with the previous version. The model checker is available for download from http://
www-verimag.imag.fr/Statistical-Model-Checking.html, where additional information
(video tutorial) on how to install it and to use it can also be found.

Figure 7: Screen shot of the BIPSMC graphical user interface.

6 Case Studies
While still at the prototype level, the SBIP framework has been used to evaluate several large-scale systems
that cover different application domains. In this section we survey some of these studies and discuss their
results. The first two studies consider the modelling and assessment of multimedia applications, while the
three remaining present networking application and protocols. For the sake of conciseness, we show for
some of them how the underlying models are built in the proposed stochastic formalism.

6.1 An MPEG2 Decoder Subsystem
In this study, the SBIP framework is used to check QoS properties of an MPEG2 decoder subsystem part
of a video streaming application (4). This work is about finding a good trade-off, when designing the
multimedia system, between the required sizes of the system buffers and the quality of delivered videos.
It is known in the literature that an acceptable amount of quality degradation – defined as less than two
consecutive frames within one second – can be tolerated in order to reduce buffers sizes (4). The study will
consist to assess this requirement.

write push pop read write push pop read

Player

(Rate, Delay)
PlayoutBuffer

(Size)

Processor

(Frequency)
InputBuffer

(Size)

Generator

(BitRate)

Figure 8: The abstract MPEG2 decoder model.

The model in Figure 8 is used to represent the considered MPEG2 subsystem. It shows its different
parts, namely, the Generator, the Input and the Playout buffers, the Processor, which decodes the input
videos macro-blocks, and the Player device. In this study, quality degradation is seen as a buffer underflow,
which occurs whenever the Player device fails to read sufficient macro-blocks from the Playout buffer.
Note that the amount of underflow is impacted by the parameter Delay of the Player, that represents the
delay after which it starts playing the decoded video frames.
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Figure 9: The Generator compound component. The probability density function ρmbt captures the arrival
delays of videos macro-blocks.

Figure 9 shows the detailed behaviour of the Generator component. The latter models the arrival of
encoded videos macro-blocks to the MPEG2 decoder subsystem in a stochastic fashion. This component is
made of three sub-components operating as follows. The first component (left) generates frames following
the MPEG2 GOP pattern (4). Each frame is then decomposed, in the second component, into 330 macro-
blocks, which are finally transmitted to the third component that models the macro-blocks stochastic arrival
time to the input buffer with respect to ρmtb.

Some of the obtained results in this study, using the SMC technique, are illustrated in Figure 10. The
latter shows three different curves, each corresponding to a different analysed video, namely cact.m2v,
mobile.m2v, and tennis.m2v, having the same resolution of 352 × 240. Each curve shows the
evolution of the probability that the quality degradation is always less than two consecutive frames within
one second, for different values of the Delay parameter. This result helps to determine the right Delay
parameter to use. Note that for these experiments, the BIPSMC engine required about 44 to 7145 traces
each time and spent around 6 to 8 seconds in average to check the property with a confidence bound of
10−2.
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Figure 10: Probability of avoiding quality degradation in three different videos for increasing values of the
Initial Playout Delay.

6.2 Image Recognition on Many-cores
In this case study, the SBIP framework is used as part of the design of an embedded system consisting of
the HMAX image recognition application deployed on the STHORM many-core architecture (24; 25).

The HMAX model algorithm (22) is a hierarchical computational model of object recognition – in input
images – which attempts to mimic the rapid object recognition of human brain. The case study focuses on
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Figure 11: HMAX overview.

the first layer of the HMAX model algorithm, denoted S1 in Figure 11, as it is the most computationally
intensive.

The goal of the study is to explore several design parameters with respect to timing constraints, that
is, the overall execution time, and the time to process single lines of an input image. More precisely, the
analysis consists of probabilistically quantifying the requirement that the overall execution time is always
lower than a given bound, denoted ∆, and that the variability in the processing time of successive lines
is always bounded by Ψ . To this extent, the above requirements were respectively specified in BLTL as
φ1 = Gl(to < ∆), where to is the monitored overall execution time, and φ2 = Gl(|ts| < Ψ), where ts is
the difference between the processing time of successive lines.

Worker 

Worker 

Worker 

… x 14 

Splitter Joiner Main Main 

Processing Group 

…
 

…
 

Figure 12: The abstract BIP model of the HMAX application S1 layer.

The parametric stochastic BIP model of the S1 layer of the HMAX model algorithm is shown in Fig-
ure 12. In this model, every image is handled by one processing group consisting of a single Splitter, one or
more Worker processes, and a single Joiner, communicating through FIFO channels. The computation of
the entire S1 layer is coordinated by a single Main process. In this model, several image scales (obtained by
scaling at different sizes the input image as required by the HMAX algorithm) are handled concurrently by
different processing groups, and the processing is pipelined using a pipelining rate denoted PR. Figure 13
shows the detailed BIP model of the Worker component using the new proposed stochastic semantics.

The aforementioned performance requirements, i.e. φ1 and φ2 were checked for different pipelining
rates PR = {0, 2} (experiments have shown that different greater values of P do not impact the time of
interest.) and different values of the bounds ∆,Ψ . In this experiment, the sizes for the FIFO channels
Main-Splitter= 10 KB, Splitter-Worker= 112 B, Worker-Joiner= 336 B, and Joiner-Main= 30 KB (see
Figure 12) were chosen arbitrarily to fit the STHORM L1 memory of a single cluster.

Table 1 shows the probabilities of satisfying the first requirement φ1 for different values of ∆, in the
case where PR = 0. The table also reports, in the third raw, a performance metric, that is, the number of
traces that were necessary for the Hypothesis Testing SMC algorithm to decide each time. For instance,
based on these results, one can conclude that the expected overall execution time for processing one image
scale is bounded by ∆ = 572.91ms with probability equal to 0.99.

Figure 14 shows the probabilities to satisfy the second requirement φ2 when varying the time bound
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Figure 13: The stochastic BIP model of the Worker component, ρr, ρc, ρw are respectively the probability
density functions of the time to read, to compute, and to write data.

Table 1: Probabilities to satisfy φ1 for different bounds ∆ and a fixed pipelining rate PR = 0.

∆(ms) 572.75 572.8 572.83 572.85 572.89 572.91 572.95
P(φ1) 0 0.28 0.57 0.75 0.98 0.99 1

Nb. of traces 66 1513 1110 488 171 89 66
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Figure 14: Probability to satisfy φ2 for PR ∈ {0, 2}.

Ψ for two values of the pipelining rate PR. Figure 14a is obtained with no pipelining, i.e. (PR = 0),
whereas Figure 14b is obtained with PR = 2. One can note that the two curves show similar evolution,
albeit the curve in Figure 14b is slightly shifted to the right, i.e. the values of Ψ in this case are greater than
those of Figure 14a. This actually means that this configuration induces more processing time variation
between successive lines. We recall that when PR = 0, all the processes are perfectly synchronised
which yields small variation over successive lines processing time. Using PR > 0 however leads to
greater variation since it somehow alters this synchronisation. Concretely, Figure 14 shows that without
pipelining, we obtain smaller expected time variation (of processing successive lines). For instance when
PR = 0, Ψ = 2128µswith probability 0.99, whereas for PR = 2, Ψ = 2315µswith the same probability.
One may conclude that, in this case study, a pipeline implementation will not help enhancing the system
throughput.
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6.3 The Precision Time Protocol – IEEE 1588
In this study, the Precision Time Protocol (PTP) is deployed as part of a distributed heterogeneous commu-
nication system in an aircraft (5). The protocol is used to synchronise the clocks of the different devices
of the system. The reference clock is given by a specific device on the network, designated as the Master.
This synchronisation is essential to guarantee a correct behaviour of the whole system.

The SBIP framework was used to check the accuracy of clocks synchronisation, which is defined as
the absolute value of the difference between the reference clock θm of the Master and the clock θs of a
Slave device. Figures 15 and 16 show, respectively, the architecture of the stochastic BIP model used to
check this requirement, the stochastic behaviour Channel A and the deterministic behaviour of the Slave
components.
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Figure 15: The abstract PTP model; composed of a Master and a single Slave device.
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Figure 16: A detailed view of the Channel A and the Slave Components

For this model, we want that the deviation between the two clocks remains always under some given
bound ∆. Since the model is stochastic, we want to estimate the probability for this to be true, for different
values of ∆, and for each Slave device in the system (with respect to its position in the network, captured
through the density functions ρr, ρs, and ρf ). The goal is to find the value of ∆ that gives the highest
probability.

The synchronisation requirement is expressed in PBLTL as follows, P=?[G
1000(abs(θm − θs) 6 ∆)].

The ultimate goal of the study is to compute the minimal bound ∆ that ensures full synchronisation, i.e,
the synchronisation of all the Slaves clocks in the network with the Master clock, with probability 1.

The results illustrated in Figure 17 show the probability evolution of the devices synchronisation (in
the y-axis) with respect to various time bounds in micro seconds (in the x-axis). We can see different
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Figure 17: PTP accuracy analysis results

curves corresponding to several devices identified through their addresses in the network. We recall that
the synchronisation is guaranteed for a specific device whenever its curve reaches probability 1. Thus, we
can conclude from these experiments that the minimal bound ∆ that ensures full synchronisation is 120µs.

6.4 Wireless Sensor Network
The SBIP framework has been used to verify several networked systems based on different technologies,
CAN-based (20), Sensor Network using Wi-Fi (19), and IoT applications (21). We briefly present its
utilisation for the modelling and analysis of a Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) case study.

This case study concerns an audio streaming application over a Wi-Fi network, where several nodes
equipped with microphones produce different audio streams, which are transmitted to a base station equipped
with a speaker to play the received audio. The goal of the study is to ensure the synchronisation between
the different nodes of the network in order to guarantee a consistent audio output. To this extent, a Phase
Locked Loop (PLL) synchronisation protocol is deployed as part of the application nodes. The protocol
works as follows. The base station broadcasts periodically a frame containing the hardware clock value to
all the nodes through the network. Each node applies the PLL synchronisation mechanism, to construct a
software clock, that serves to keep its local clock synchronised with the received one.
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Figure 18: SBIP model of the Wireless Sensor Network

A BIP model of this application, following a Master-Slave architecture, was built. As shown in Fig-
ure 18, it consists of a Master component that represents the base station, a Slave component that represents
a particular node in the network, a Wi-Fi component modelling the Wi-Fi communication channel, and two
buffer components, namely Mbuffer and Sbuffer. In this model, the period of broadcasting the hardware
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clock is fixed to T = 5s. Each node uses its local clock to timestamp the produced audio frames, so that
the base station is able to reproduce the received audio frames in the correct order. The synchronisation
accuracy is defined as the difference between the hardware clock and the computed software clock in each
node and is required to be lower or equal to 1µs.

The WSN application implementation was generated from the functional model shown in Figure 18
and deployed over three UDOO (http://www.udoo.org/features/) nodes, each consisting of a
computational core, a Wi-Fi card, and a sound card. The wireless network is supported by the Snowball
SDK (http://www.calao-systems.com/articles.php?pg=6186), which is used as an Ac-
cess Point (AP). This implementation is used to learn the probability distributions that characterise the
communication delays in order to build the stochastic BIP model used later for analysis.

Two sets of experiments were conducted, focusing on equally important requirements for the design
of multimedia sensor networks. The first concerns the utilisation of the buffer components regarding the
audio streaming capturing and reproduction in the system. The second focuses on the clock synchronisation
accuracy. For the second requirement, the difference between the Master clock θm and the software clock,
computed in every Slave θs, without the impact of the audio capturing and reproduction, is observed. Both
requirements were described as probabilistic temporal properties, using PBLTL. The obtained results are
presented hereafter.
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Figure 19: Probability results for properties φ1 and φ2

We evaluated the property of avoiding buffers overflow (respectively underflow) by considering the
following property φ1 = Gl(SSbuffer < MAX) (respectively φ2 = Gl(SMbuffer > 0)), where SSbuffer
(respectively SMbuffer) indicates the size of the Slave (respectively the Master) buffer, and MAX is a
positive integer value which represents the capacity of the buffer. The left curve in Figure 19 shows the
probability of avoiding an overflow in the Sbuffer, i.e, P (φ1), for different values of MAX . One can
conclude that a value of MAX = 400 ensures that P (φ1) = 1. It was observed during the experiments
that the probability of underflow in the Mbuffer, i.e. P (φ2), depends on the initial playout delay, that is, the
delay after which the Master starts consuming from the Mbuffer. Figure 19 shows this probability evolution
when increasing this delay. One can observe that P (φ2) = 1 is obtained for delays greater than 1430 ms.

The property of the synchronisation accuracy between the different nodes of the network and the Master
was formalised as φ3 = Gl(|(θm−θs)−A| < ∆), whereA indicates a fixed offset between the Master and
each computed software clock, and ∆ is a fixed non-negative number denoting a specific time bound. The
goal was to check the requirement that synchronisation accuracy ∆ ≤ 1µs. For a fixed offset A = 100µs,
the observed bound ∆ was always greater than the expected 1µs. In order to find a new bound ∆ for
the synchronisation accuracy with an offset A = 100µs, the SBIP framework was used to estimate the
probability of φ3. The goal is to find the smallest bound ∆ that satisfies P (φ3) = 1. Different values of
∆ between 10µs and 80 µs were explored. The obtained result was that, for the considered setting, the
smallest bound that ensures the synchronisation is ∆ = 76µs.
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6.5 Avionics Full-DupleX Switched Ethernet

SBIP has been also used for the analysis of QoS properties of the Avionics Full-DupleX switched Ethernet
(AFDX) (6). The AFDX protocol was proposed as a solution to resolve problems due to the spectacular
increase of the quantity of communication and thus of the number of wires in avionics network. The main
idea behind AFDX is to simulate point-to-point connections between all the devices in a network using
Virtual Links (VL). For such systems, one challenge is to guarantee bounded delivery times on every VL.
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Figure 20: Results of latency analysis for the AFDX case study.

In order to check the latency requirements, two configurations having the same characteristics but with
different numbers of virtual links (X = 10 and X = 20) were considered. This experiment consisted of
using the Probability Estimation SMC algorithm with precision 0.01 and a confidence of 0.01 to estimate
probabilities for bounds in [0µs − 2000]µs for X = 10 and in [0 − 3000]µs for X = 20. The obtained
results are shown in Figures 20a and 20b for respectively X = 10 and X = 20 links. The figures show that
for both configurations, the delivery time is bounded for all the considered End System (E.S), with different
bounds depending on the E.S position in the network. In the configuration with 20 VLs the delivery time
is more important because of the number of VLs.

For this study, to get more confidence, we also used the Hypothesis Testing SMC algorithms with a
confidence of 10−10 and a precision of 10−7. The obtained results consolidate the previous ones.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented the SBIP framework that offers a stochastic real-time modelling formalism that
conciliate the RT-BIP and the stochastic BIP models, in addition to a statistical model checking engine,
called BIPSMC , for the quantitative assessment of the built systems models.

The stochastic real-time BIP model enables to build stochastic timed automata and to compose through
multi-party interactions. It offers a mean to express stochastic timing constraints over systems interactions
by attaching probability density functions to the guards of ports composing them, and to specify different
urgency levels for them. As stated in the paper, this new model enables to handle dense time, as opposed to
the current stochastic semantics. It would be thus interesting to consider a more expressive temporal logic
than PBLTL, in the SMC engine, in order to express more relevant timing requirements for verification.

As shown along Section 6 of the paper, the SBIP framework has been used to model and to analyse
several case studies. Nevertheless, several amelioration are still ahead. Especially, to enhance the perfor-
mance of the BIPSMC engine compared to more mature tools like Prism (18) or UPPAAL-smc (11). A
major foreseen amelioration is at the level of the interface with the simulation engine.
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